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1. Please describe who you are and your role:

I am the head of the Imaging Department at Clínica Alemana, a 450-bed general hospital in Santiago, Chile. We are a private hospital affiliated with a medical school, so we have radiology resident physicians and fellows.

2. In your department, what are the needs of your team regarding the use and access of content relevant for specialist training?

In our department, the needs of our team regarding the use and access of relevant content for specialist training are significant. We are an academic center with training programs for radiologists and fellows, so having a platform that supports postgraduate education is crucial for us.

3. From your point of view, what are the main benefits of your team using RADPrimer?

From my point of view, the primary benefits of our team using RADPrimer are the platform’s ability to organize, systematize, and standardize the tasks assigned to trainee physicians, as well as its capacity for tracking progress.

4. Do you think the use of RADPrimer and STATdx has contributed to improving the training of the residents?

The use of RADPrimer and STATdx has undoubtedly contributed significantly to the training of our radiology residents and fellows. It facilitates studying as they work and has been particularly beneficial in improving their confidence and competence.

5. Could you give us an example of how having access to both RADPrimer and STATdx has benefitted your team?

I believe that STATdx is highly useful when we encounter complex or atypical radiological cases. It provides us with confidence and security when reporting, and our resident physicians rely on it to support their weekly clinical case presentations.

The use of RADPrimer and STATdx facilitates studying as residents and fellows work, and has been particularly beneficial in improving their confidence and competence.